
TOOLKIT 
“Video for a change”

A project by Rakonto with the participation of
Brújula intercultural, LOGOS, La cooperativa sociale il faró, Hang-kêp



This Toolkit has been made during the Erasmus+ 
Youth Exchange “Video for a change”

Its goal is to give some tips to create a good 
promotional video with low budget.
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1.
Pre-production

Let’s start with the first set of slides
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Tips for the pre-production of a promotional video

✖ Hire your crew
✖ Decide the style of the video
✖ Talk with the customer and understand what he/she wants
✖ Dedide the roles/tasks
✖ Decide the places where to shoot
✖ Do researches about this topic
✖ Precise Storyboard
✖ Fundraising
✖ Check if you have the tools and if not rent it
✖ Consider if you need actors
✖ Your audience will listen to you or read the content, but won’t 

do both. 
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✖ Outline of the video
✖ Think at the creative way to promote
✖ Estimate a time frame for the shooting
✖ Don’t be too ambitious
✖ Try to have a clear start and end
✖ Do some tests
✖ Scout the location
✖ Learn how to use your tools
✖ Have a good first impression/conversation with the client
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Plan everything you can plan because if the 
pre-production is good the rest will be easier
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2.
production
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Tips for the production of a promotional video

✖ Divide the roles in the place of shooting
✖ Have a director 
✖ Do the pre-production as well as you can 
✖ Record more content than you need
✖ Charge the equipment beforehand
✖ Get consent of someone before filming 

them 
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Tips for the production of a promotional video

✖ Find the details and record from different 
perspectives

✖ Be ready to improvise
✖ Prepare the place
✖ Manual focus
✖ Wait 3-4 seconds after clapping
✖ Put the cable of microphone under 

clothes
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Tips for the production of a promotional video

✖ Respect technical angles
✖ Make people comfortable with camera
✖ Build the connection with people on the 

set
✖ Try to avoid noises
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Organize your work well in order for 
everything to go smoothly, even if 
something unexpected happens.



3.
Post-production

Let’s start with the first set of slides
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Tips for the post-production of a promotional video

✖ SAVE OFTEN
✖ Keep in mind the purpose of the video
✖ Organize the footage, choose the best scenes, name the 

videos
✖ Choose appropriate music (at the beginning)
✖ Use fast solid drives (SSD)
✖ Prepare equipment (chargers, adapters, etc.)
✖ Communicate & organize work with the team
✖ Assign roles and duties
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Tips for the post-production of a promotional video

✖ Be patient
✖ Watch final video
✖ Ask for feedback from outside people
✖ Plan more time than you expect & run the time
✖ Be creative
✖ Small editing team, less is better
✖ Start with main editing, finish with the details
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Keep in mind what you want to communicate, 
combine the materials and turn your ideas into 

reality. And save a lot!!
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